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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Aesthetic quality and value are most often associated with the fine arts. Watching 
bodily movements in association with dance, particularly within the field of 
professional dance, such as classical ballet or modern dance, is also regarded as a 
potential aesthetically meaningful activity, and dance is acknowledged as a form of 
established fine arts. The term “contemporary dance” has been used since the 1980s 
to describe both the early European and American modern dance and their later 
variants. The terms “modern dance” and “contemporary dance” are used in much 
the same meaning1.   
The “spectator approach,” also known as reception theory is well 
recognized especially in theatre research. The focus is on the experience of the 
public watching the performance. It is also acknowledged that a performance is 
actually created anew each and every time, and becomes real only at the time of 
presenting. The performance is created not only by the actors but also in the 
interaction between the actors and the spectators. Without spectators, a performance 
as a work of art would not be possible. (Sauter 2000, 19-21.) In pragmatist thinking, 
any object of art only becomes a work of art in its interaction with the spectator. 
According to John Dewey, a work of art is created when it lives in someone’s 
individual experience. (Dewey 1934, 113.) Each spectator creates his own 
experience. Only seeing an art object is to recognize it. In order to perceive the 
object aesthetically the spectator needs to develop a continuous interaction between 
himself and the object. Without this act of recreation the objcet is not perceived as 
a work of art. (Dewey 1934, 56.)  
For the spectator, the sense of vision appears to be necessary for 
aesthetic appreciation to start with. If one is blindfolded, for example, the 
experience of a dance performance would hardly exist for the spectator. According 
to Noël Carroll and William Seeley, reception of dance could involve both vision 
                                                          
1 “Contemporary dance” encompasses “modern”, “postmodern” and “new dance” and 
does not make any consistent distinction between these. The terms are used 
interchangably.The term contemporary dance is also used for theatrical dance. 
(Parviainen 1998, 43; Rouhiainen 2003, 37.) 
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and kinetic transfer. (Carroll and Seeley 2013, 178.)  The word kinesthesis in the 
aforementioned article, is used in the meaning of a kinetic sense exclusively.  
Kinetic transfer, also referred to as “mirror imaging,” has been 
supposed to be a technique by which choreographic movements can be 
communicated to the spectator. Rhythms in particular are regarded to be catchy. 
This perceptual capacity for kinetic transfer has been identified and theorized by 
John Martin. Empathy has also been observed as a way to characterize the muscular 
responses of some of spectators to the perceived internal dynamics of dance. 
(Martin 1989, 12-25.) 
According to Carroll and Seeley, a broader view of the philosophy of 
dance would include ontological questions about the nature of dance, as well as 
psychological questions about the range of cognitive processes that constrain the 
choices a choreographer and dancers make in constructing their works, and 
psychological questions about audience engagement with dance. (Carroll and 
Seeley 2013, 183-184.) This study deals with some of the aforementioned topics.  
Bodily movements can be analysed also from the dancer´s 
perspective. I propose considering, whether the dancer her or himself experiences 
qualities and value that can be assessed to be aesthetic. To highlight my point I 
introduce a concept of “kineAesthetics.” The word is derived form two Greek 
words, “kinein” denoting “to move” and “aesthesia” “sensing.”2 The word is not 
new. The term “kinaesthetic” has previously been used in the meaning of kinetic 
sense or proprioception. Therapy methods based on proprioceptive enhancement 
have been developed and used since the 1970s.3  However, the coupling of the 
                                                          
2 The term “kinesthesia” or “kinaesthesia” means the sensation of movement or strain in 
muscles, tendons, and joints; or muscle sense. According to Macmillan Dictionary it 
“relates to the use of sense organs in one´s muscles and other body parts to feel the 
position and movement of the body.”  According to Collins English Dictionary the mention 
term “means the sensation by which bodily position, weight, muscle tension, and 
movements are perceived. Also called: Muscle sense.” 
 
3 “The word “kinaesthetics” has been used to describe the study of body motion, and of 
the perception (both conscious and unconscious) of one´s body motions. Its therapeutic 
applications include occupational therapy and physical therapy based on movement-
associated awareness making use of the finding that greater muscle tone reduces 
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notion of aesthetic appreciation with proprioception and movement in one term 
does not appear to have been introduced before. As such the term appears new in 
the domain of philosophical aesthetics. 
The definition of “kineAesthetics” in this study is different and 
extended in comparison to earlier uses, encompassing all the aspects of aesthetic 
qualities related to bodily movements, be they of kinetic, visual, or other sensory 
origin.4  
Bodily movements are naturally a much larger phenomenon than 
merely the aspects associated with dance. Bodily movements belong to all sports. 
In the study at hand, my focus is on dance and dancers, and any aesthetic aspects 
dancers may have from their bodily movements when dancing.  My wider interest 
is also to find out whether skilled performers of other kinds of physical exercise 
might experience “kineAesthetic” values from their bodily movements. 
In this study I suggest the following for consideration: 
If proprioception is one of the aesthetically qualifying senses and, if a person has 
an enhanced bodily awareness, is he or she able to experience aesthetic qualities in 
their movements and experience aesthetic value of these movements on a conscious 
and cognitive level? 
                                                          
proprioceptive sensitivity. A choreographer and dancer Frank White Hatch developed 
academic programs for movement and dance in the 1970s. He used the method for 
rehabilitation of disabled children.”(Wikipedia.)  
 
“Psychologist Lenny Maietta developed a handling-training program for young parents 
that was based on behavioral cybernetics. Maietta and Hatch have developed a job-
specific program “Kinaesthetics in Nursing”, where they use behavioral cybernetics, 
dance, movement therapy and humanistic psychology as key sources of kinaesthetics. The 
kinaesthetics programs of Maietta & Hatch have lately been developed for caregivers, for 
workplace health and for older people.” (Wikipedia.) 
 
4 I chose to write “kineAesthetics” with capital A in the middle to highlight its linkage to 
philosophical aesthetics and to make the word reader-friendly.  
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Pragmatist and phenomenological theories in philosophy offer a background for my 
reasoning and reflection. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 
I write this thesis as a student in philosophical aesthetics. I have found inspiration 
for reflection especially having become acquainted with the pragmatist theories, 
primarily that of John Dewey, and with the somaesthetics of Richard Shusterman.5 
What particularly attracts me in the thinking of pragmatist philosophers, is their 
appreciation of the human being as a unified whole, thus defying the body-mind 
dichotomy. On the outset, my perspective on appreciating body awareness stems 
from my education, training and practice as a medical professional. As I will 
highlight with a few examples in the next chapter, the natural and necessary 
approach for a medical professional dealing with humans, is a holistic approach.  
Another factor that aroused my interest in the aesthetics of the moving 
body in particular, is the fact that I have experienced and continue to experience 
significant pleasure and joy of physical exercise. In my early childhood, my mother 
first took me to a ballet class, and I continued ballet as a hobby until my late teens. 
Later in my life I have continued practicing various sports, including dancing, 
aerobics, swimming, and all sorts of physical activity. I have felt enhancement of 
thinking and hightening of spirits during and after physical exercise.  
When swimming, as an example, I proprioceive the fluent water on 
my skin, and through proproception I feel that the water carressess me with every 
forward bringing movement I make. Simultaneously, I see the surface of the water 
and pay attention to the seagulls and boats on the far horizon. I see the colour of the 
sky and the cloud formations, or feel the sun on my face. My senses are open to the 
visual and auditive as well as proprioceptive signals and stimuli initiated by the 
environment. On reflection after a swim in the sea I have felt a heightened 
                                                          
5 Also the pragmatist theory of C.R. Peirce and the naturalistic theory of William James. 
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emotional and somatic consciousness and experienced a feeling of fullfilment. This 
feeling of reaching a unison with the environment has aesthetic value in my view.  
One of the methods used in this thesis is pragmatist philosophical 
analysis. According to Shusterman, the use of somatic reflection in body disciplines 
needs not blind us for unreflective perception and habit, but instead to improve 
them. Reflective consiousness means putting physical perceptions into temporary 
focus so that they can be retrained. Such body disciplines can affirm the primacy of 
unreflective behavior while also endorsing the need for conscious representations 
to monitor and correct unreflective behavior. (Shusterman 2008, 67.) 
This study also encompasses an empirical or qualitative part, where I 
use interviews as a method for gaining knowledge on the subject matter of dance. 
Although there is no single methodology or method for interviewing, interview as 
a form of conversation is a form of basic human interaction and is seen as one of 
the most powerful ways to try to understand our fellow human beings. (Fontana 
1994, 361-376.) Techically a qualitative research interview is semistructured, and 
it is neither a free conversation nor a fixed interview based on a highly structured 
questionnaire. A semistructured interview is carried out by means of following an 
interview guide, which focuses on certain themes. (Kvale 2007, 174.) 
For this study I interviewed three dancers. These same dancers 
performed in Aistiofysiikka in September 2015, a performance that I personally 
experienced as a spectator (see also chapter 6 on Dance as a case of 
“kineAesthetics”). Two of the dance artists were male and one female. Two had 
earlier completed a formal dance education in Finland and one was currently 
carrying out formal education in Berlin. One of the dancers had also studied in 
Philadephia. One of the dancers had been part of a competitive sports gymnastics 
team, prior to starting their dance education. At least two of them also had training 
in choreography. All of them have had several years dancing performance 
experience. All of them were freelance artists.  
I interviewed the three dancers one at a time for a duration of 50 
minutes to 1hour and 10 minutes per interview. Two interviews were conducted 
face to face in person and the other one face to face on Skype over the internet.  
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I used a questionnaire with nine questions as a basis for conversation 
(see Appendix 1). Based on my analysis of the answers, I use some answers for 
building basis and finding support for my proposal of aesthetic embodiment and 
also to highlight some notions that in my view describe aesthetic value experienced 
by the interviewees. For these reasons I use quotations of the interviews along with 
philosophical analysis in the following chapters. I refer to each of the interviewees 
with their initials AA, JT and KK, with their consent.6  
 
3. EMBODIMENT TURN IN CONTEMPORARY 
PHILOSOPHICAL THINKING 
 
In philosophical thinking today there is a trend which considers somatic or 
embodiment aspects. This is represented by the pragmatist theory of John Dewey, 
and even more so by Richard Shusterman’s somaesthetics. This concept is a 
framework to promote and integrate the diverse range of theorizing, empirical 
research, and meliorative practical disciplines concerned with bodily perception, 
performance and presentation. Shusterman distinguishes three flexible and 
overlapping branches of somaesthetics: analytic somaesthetics, which is a 
descriptive study; pragmatic somaesthetics, which comprises of comparative 
evaluation of methodologies of practice; and practical somaesthetics, which 
includes actual performance of somatic disciplines. (Shusterman 2012, 1-22.) My 
research in “kineAesthetics” focuses on the aesthetic aspects of bodily movements, 
not on static bodily postures, and is obviously close to the framework of analytic 
somaesthetics.  
According to Dewey’s embodiment concept the relation between 
different body parts is so close that this proximity simultaneously controls both 
the doing and the perception in aesthetic experience. The connection is vitally 
                                                          
6 The interviews were originally made in Finnish language using a Finnish questionnaire 
(Appendix 2). The questionnaire and the interviewees´ answers were translated into 
English by the writer of this thesis.  
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intimate. Body parts, such as the hand and eye, are merely instruments through 
which, when moving and active, the live creature operates. (Dewey 1934, 51-52.) 
3.1. THE HUMAN BEING AS A UNIFIED ENTITY 
 
In dance, the body and the functioning of the body are crucial. Philosophy can 
ultimately be regarded as an inquiry into the right way to live where living by 
definition involves bodily activity. With bodily movements we test and are able to 
improve our own lived experience, and in this way bodily actions become an 
essential part of the philosophical life also in an aesthetic sense. (Shusterman 2000, 
(156, 283, 267-269.) According to Kevin Melchionne, aesthetic features matter, 
because they support our well-being. (Melchionne 2015.) 
Maxine Sheets-Johnstone has studied dance and movement in the 
context of philosophy and recognizes that movement is essential for our sense of 
agency and how movement produces our notion of space and time. “Moving is a 
way of knowing and thinking in movement is foundational to the lives of animate 
forms.” (Sheets-Johnstone 2009, xv.) 
According to Shusterman´s somaesthetic view, “the body cannot be, 
clearly exteriorised as an alienated thing, something distinct from the active spirit 
of human intentionality”. The body has a “subject-role as the living locus of 
beautiful, personal experience. Aesthetics of soma focuses on bodily consciousness 
and agency on the embodied spirit.” (Shusterman 2000, 274.) 
According to Dewey external embodiment is necessary for an 
experience to become physiologically and functionally complete. Dewey explains 
that sense organs are motor organs, and are connected with other motor organs, by 
means of distribution of energies in the human body and not merely anatomically. 
(Dewey 1934, 53.) 
Improved body consciousness (enhanced body awarenss) can help 
enhance one’s knowledge, performance, and pleasure. (Shusterman 2008, ix.)  
Shusterman has discussed “how somatic proprioception could expand our 
traditional picture of the senses and their role in cognition and coordinated action. 
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“  (Shusterman 2008, xi.) He has chosen to speak of “soma rather than body to 
emphasize the living, feeling, sentient, purposive body rather than a mere corpus 
devoid of life and sensation.” (Shusterman 2008, xii.) Through his experience in 
Zen practice as well as training in the Feldenkrais Method of somatic education and 
therapy and through some earlier instruction in the Alexander technique, 
Shusterman came to the conclusion that philosophical understanding of body 
consciousness can be enhanced through practical training in disciplines of reflective 
somaesthetic consciousness. (Shusterman 2008, xi-xiii.) 
Shusterman has described “somaesthetics as being concerned with the 
critical study and meliorative cultivation of how we experience and use the living 
body (soma) as a site of sensory appreciation (aesthesia) and creative self-
fashioning”. (Shusterman 2008, 1). The term “aesthetic” has both the role of 
emphasizing the soma’s perceptual role, the embodiment contradicting the body 
and mind dichotomy, and its use in appreciating the aesthetic qualities of other 
selves and things. The body constitutes a fundamental and significant dimension of 
our identity. (Shusterman 2008, 1-2.) 
Somaesthetics is an interdiscipinary field for philosophical practice. 
The term is also familiar from other fields of research such as neurophysiology, 
although there it refers to sensory perception through the body itself rather than any 
particular sense organ. (Shusterman 2008, 2.) 
In the same way, in Art as Experience, Dewey insists that “biological” 
factors form the the “roots of aesthetic” and thus shape our most spiritual 
experiences of fine art and imaginative thinking. (Shusterman 2008, 180.) 
Somaesthetics is devoted to the knowledge, discourse, and disciplines 
that structure somatic care or can improve it. If we accept the “central aim of 
philosophy to be knowledge, self-knowledge, right action and happiness as well as 
justice, the philosophical value of somaesthetics should become evident.” 
(Shusterman 2008, 18.) (Shusterman 2008, 18-20.) 
Shusterman has proposed a few arguments for this. Firstly, since 
knowledge is largely based on sensory perception, “somaesthetics offers a 
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complementary route to correct the actual performance of our senses by an 
improved direction of one’s body, since the senses belong to and are conditioned 
by the soma.” (Shusterman 2008, 19). Secondly, if the body is our primordial 
instrument in grasping the world, then we can learn more of the world by improving 
the conditions and the use of this intrument. Shusterman construes this with a 
practical example: 
A person unable to turn her head to look behind her beause of a stiff neck 
(typically caused by bad habits of clenching the upper body which hinders 
the shoulders and ribs from swiveling) will see less and perceive less 
reliably. If our hand muscles are too tightly contracted, we are less able to 
make fine perceptual discriminations of the qualities of soft or subtle 
surfaces that we touch. (Shusterman 2008, 19.) 
  Thirdly, the various somatic disciplines such as many older Asian 
practices of yoga and Zen meditation “seek to improve the acuity, health, and 
control of our senses by cultivating heightened attention and mastery of their 
somatic functioning, while also freeing us from the distorting grip of faulty bodily 
habits that impair sensory performance.” (Shusterman 2008, 20.) 
Analytic somaesthetics is essentially descriptive as well as theoretical. 
It is devoted to explaining the nature of our bodily perceptions and practices and 
their function in our knowledge and constuction of the world. Analytic 
somaesthetics includes some topics in the philosophy of mind, ontology and 
epistemology relating to the mind-body issues and to the role of somatic factors in 
consciousness and action. (Shusterman 2008, 20, Shusterman 2000, 271.) 
Descriptive somaesthetics can also include general analyses of 
embodiment, either ontologically or phenomenologically oriented, or dealing with 
perspectives involving the biological and cognitive sciences. (Shusterman 2008, 
23.)  
The pragmatic branch of somaesthetics proposes specific methods of 
somatic improvement and engagement and their comparative critique. 
Somaesthetics connotes both the cognitive sharpening of our sensory perception 
and the reshaping of our somatic functioning. The aim for Shusterman is not simply 
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to make us stronger and more perceptive of our own sensual satisfaction, but also 
to render us more sensitive to the needs of others and more capable of responding 
to them with effectively willed action. (Shusterman 2008, 24-25, Shusterman 2000, 
272.) 
Finally, practical somaesthetics is concerned with actual doing. 
According to Shusterman “this practical dimension is the most neglected by 
academic body philosophers, whose logos typically ends in textualizing the body.”7 
The concrete activity of somatic training is thus the crucial practical dimension of 
somaesthetics. (Shusterman 2008, 29, Shusterman 2000, 276.) 
According to Shusterman, somaesthetics does not differentiate the 
body as a distinct object from the active human experience. Furthermore, 
somaesthetics does not introduce any steady norms that could be measured 
regarding assessment of good somaesthetics experience. (Shusterman 2008, 28).  
The embodiment turn is at the core of the suggestions that I make in 
this study. I therefore want to enlighten some further aspects in this area using a 
few concrete examples, which stem from my own experience as a practicing 
physician.  
Bodily diseases have very exclusively been seen as being caused by a 
certain pathophysiologic mechanism. In all cases chemical changes take place at 
the cellular level. For the past decades, however, more attention has been paid to 
the fact that a person complaining of multiple aches in the body, may actually be 
suffering from mental depression in the first place. 
When a patient enters the doctor's office he or she usually has a rather 
distinctive problem. Often the problem seems to be located merely in the body such 
as pain in the lower part of the abdomen. For any symptom, however, there is often 
more than one underlying cause. These can be mental such as distress about study 
or work. For a successful outcome for the patient, it is of primary importance that 
the doctor makes an effort to penetrate the patient’s life and personality to some 
extent, instead of concentrating merely on the obvious bodily symptoms. 
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Importantly therefore, interaction between the doctor and the patient on the part of 
the physician, should be based on listening, appropriate eye contact, physical 
touche, finding empathy and finally taking responsiblity and showing the patient 
the best way forward. Disregarding the person as a whole, as one unity, does not 
lead to a good outcome for the patient.  
Another example is a patient’s compliance to treatment. For this to 
happen, the patient needs to trust the doctor, and I would argue, to have a mentally 
positive connection with the doctor. Where the patient – doctor relationship is not 
based on trust and connection, the patient will not necessarily take the medication 
prescribed, and thus may or may not be cured. Sometimes the healing effect is 
almost equally based on a placebo effect of a drug, where the patient can actually 
get relief of headache or other pains because of the belief that the medication will 
help. It is thus possible to relieve a patient’s physical problem by engaging his/her 
mind and body in concert with the healing process. 
I hope these examples demonstrate to the reader why I believe that the 
body and mind are one whole unity and not separated entities. 
3.2. QUESTIONS OF REDUCTION AND SUBJECTIVISM 
 
When bringing forward views about the body and mind as a unified whole, it is 
often remarked that this will lead to reduction of thinking only to mechanical 
functions of a living body. I suggest that understanding the mind and body as a 
whole is not an act of reduction but the rather the opposite. Mind and body together 
is more than either one taken separately.  I would like to suggest that enhancing 
bodily consciousness can potentiate the action of the mind. If we think of a human 
being living and thinking to their full capacity, we cannot ignore the thinking part, 
but neither can we leave out the effect of the physical body.  
If we acknowledge all the senses as valid for originating aesthetic 
perception, it will further encourage the philosophical discipline to attend more 
fully to human experiences and human perception. Many see some danger in this 
move apart from reduction.  
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According to Jane Forsey a more holistic approach can be seen to put 
aesthetic experience at risk of falling into mere bodily pleasure. Forsey sees it as 
important to maintain the distinction between bodily pleasures and aesthetic 
experiences, while Saito and Irvin claim that aesthetic pleasure can arise through 
any of our senses. The fear in this is that if any bodily pleasure counts as aesthetic 
experience, the value of the aesthetic would seem to decrease. (Forsey 2013, 209.) 
Glenn Parsons and Allen Carlson claim that admitting aesthetic value 
for sensory experiences means an absurd reduction of the concept of aesthetics. 
Drinking lemonade may be pleasurable, but the question is whether drinking 
lemonade is also beautiful or aesthetically great, meaningful or profound. (Parsons 
and Carlson 2008, 178.) It may be that in this thinking the link between sensory 
experience and conscious perception has been missed. An aesthetic experience, 
based on Dewey, is created, when the consciousness interacts with various stimuli 
and perceptions. It is not only one distinct signal that matters aesthetically, rather a 
myriad of signals received multimodally via various senses. These multimodally 
received signals are merged by the consciousness into a perceived piece of 
knowledge. (Dewey 1934, 36-37.) 
Parsons and Carlson obviously seek to maintain the conceptual 
distinction between aesthetic and bodily pleasure. It is relevant to agree with this 
notion. It is not a simple bodily pleasure that counts as aesthetic, but rather it is the 
conscious perception initiated by a bodily sensation, be it a pleasure or something 
less clearly pleasurable that will arise to having aesthetic value.  
One can wonder, whether seeing a dance performance with our eyes 
could really be aesthetically more valuable and rewarding than if we ourselves 
dance, and thus experience our dancing by kinestetic proprioception as well as 
seeing other dancers dance. It is worth considering whether experienced kinestetic 
proprioseptive perceptions together with visual perceptions, as opposed to 
acknowledging visual based perception alone, could increase the perceived 
aesthetic value than rather decrease it.  
The fear of glibly accepting proximal senses as one of the sources for 
aesthetic experiences is a burning issue in the movement of everyday aesthetics. 
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Jane Forsey argues that the issue has been to define a clear conception of what the 
aesthetics amounts to, and make the demarcations between qualities like delicious, 
comfortable, sexy and physically pleasurable in general. (Forsey 2013, 211.) 
Christopher Dowling also shares the concern of Forsey, noting the serious danger 
of trivializing the aesthetics by equalizing aesthetic value and simple pleasure. 
(Dowling 2010, 226.) Forsey suggests that in order to keep bodily and aesthetic 
pleasures distinct, we may need to exclude some local and particular experiences 
from the range of the aesthetics. I note that it can be difficult - if not impossible - to 
exclude any sense experiences from being an initiator or catalyst to an aesthetic 
experience. I suggest that we should not take it as given that a particular sensory 
stimulus as such could have aesthetic value, but rather that several sensory stimuli 
from different sensory channels are needed, and that these have to be processed to 
conscious perception until the perception reaches the level of an aesthetic 
experience for us.  
The issue and demarcation of everyday aesthetics is not directly 
applicable to my research on dance since dance is generally appreciated as a fine 
art. Nonetheless, appreciating the actual act of dancing itself as aesthetic, involves 
broadening the realm of aesthetics from the limited field of the fine arts to 
encompass areas outside the arts, as in everyday aesthetics. This enlargement of 
aesthetic understanding is attenuated in the case of dance, because defining the act 
of dancing as aesthetic is rarely seen in philosophical aesthetics. The demarcation 
from everyday aesthetics may be clearer when analyzing a performance of dance, 
which is a definiable process, as we shall see later.  
Kinaesthetic sense, when understood merely as a contiguous sense 
and excluding all the other senses, would limit dance appreciation to subjectivism. 
Each spectator could have a distinct sense of his or her own embodied experience 
of a dance and no commonly shared criteria for evaluation. Alternatively, the dancer 
alone would have access to the kinesthetic content of the dance, and there would be 
no commonly shareable aesthetic or artistic content to be communicated between 
the dancers, or between the dancers and the spectators. As a solution for this 
problem, it has been put forward that our understanding of the movements and 
actions of others is primarily a visual understanding.  To suit this notion, vision is 
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regarded as a distant sense, thus vision would be able to convey commonly 
shareable content, which makes it objective and justifies an aesthetic appreciation. 
(Carroll and Seeley 2013, 178.) 
Carroll and Seeley note that current research in neuroscience and 
psychology point towards an integrated, crossmodal, projective kinesthetic 
perceptual capacity, which engages embodied motoric, skeletomuscular, 
somatosensory, visual and auditory processes. (Carroll and Seeley 2013, 178.)  
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4. PERCEPTION AS A BASIS FOR AESTHETIC 
EMBODIMENT  
 
Aesthetic embodiment is closely related to the aesthetics of bodily movements. Our 
primary touching points with our environment are sensory stimuli, received using 
different channels. As soon as the stimuli are transferred from the sense organs, the 
stimuli are merged in our brain and mind to become a united phenomenon. This 
phenomenon is a perception. As one or several perceptions reach our consciousness 
they become cognitive knowledge. See Fig 1.  
 
 
 
              Figure 1. From Stimulus to Cognition                          
          Author 2016
                  
Sensory stimuli are received or enter the body via various sense organs. This a 
physiological phenomenon. As the stimuli are merged and met by our thinking, a conscious 
perception is created. This will further develop into cognitive knowledge.  
     
Sensory
stimulus
Perception
Conscious 
mind to 
merge the
various
stimuli
Cognition
Knowledge 
based on 
experience
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Merleau-Ponty has written about perception as an original modality 
of the consciousness and the primacy of perception. This means that the experience 
of perception is our presence at the very moment when things, truths and values are 
constituted for us. Perception is also speaking in a nascent state, and it tells us the 
true conditions of objectivity. Perception renders us ready for knowledge and 
actions. Merleau-Ponty has noted as follows:  
We never cease living in the world of perception, but we go beyond it in 
critical thought – almost to the point of forgetting the contribution of 
perception to our idea of truth. The perceiving mind is an incarnate mind. I 
have tried, first of all, to re-establish the roots with the perception as a simple 
result of the action of external things on our body as well as against those 
which insist on the autonomy of consciousness. (Cit. Moran 2000, 418.)8 
The significance of perception does not mean reducing human 
knowledge to sensations, but rather assisting at the birth of this knowledge (Moran 
2000, 418; Merleau-Ponty 1989, 25).  
Perception, consciousness and cognitive function are all present in 
dancing. The perception is a unity of things perceived and does not need to be 
verbalized. The interviewed dancers all mention perception, consciousness and 
cognitive function in dancing. This is demonstrated in the interview quotations of 
AA and JT that follow.9 
It is not easy to verbalize, that what it actually is, that in the movement there 
is some element of happening and being present there. In your physics and 
concretely in the world. The world means in that context a concrete space, 
but it also means all those things with which I am connected. In case I am 
by myself, the world means being in relation to the music or having a 
                                                          
8 Merleau-Ponty´s undestanding of perception, initally published in 1934, is based on both 
the development of philosophic research and on clinical and experimental research of his 
time.  (Merleau-Ponty 1989, 17.) 
9 According to Merleau-Ponty, the study of perception has revealed that “the perceived 
world is not a sum of the objects.” Our relationship with the world is not similar to the 
relationship between a thinker and an object. The perceived world is finally the unity of 
the things perceived. (Merleau-Ponty 1989, 41-42.) 
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dialogue with the technique or tradition, upon which my dancing is built. 
The world means to be in relation to the ways other people dance, even if I 
were alone. (AA.)10 
Seldom is there a need to verbalize. In dance there are many such things 
that, odd enough, you cannot rationalize. It stems from somewhere, 
everything does not need to be rationalized, it is more based on experience. 
(JT.)11 
In the situation you notice everything. When performing the time feels 
longer, you have some more time to think, your mind calms down and 
concentrates. (KK.)12,13 
                                                          
10 ”Sitä ei ole helppo verbalisoida, että mikä se tavallaan on, että joku tapahtumisen ja 
läsnäolemisen asia siinä on. Omassa fysiikassa ja konkreettisesti maailmassa.  Maailma 
siinä yhteydessä tarkoittaa konkreettista tilaa, mutta myös ne asiat, joiden kanssa olen 
tekemisissä. Jos olen yksin, suhteessa siihen musiikkiin, tai keskustelussa tekniikkaan tai 
traditioon, johon mun tanssi perustuu, suhteessa siihen, miten muut ihmiset tanssii, 
vaikka olisin yksin”. (AA.) 
11 ”Harvoin tarvetta sanallistaa. Tanssissa on paljon sellaista mitä, onpa tosi kummallista, 
ei pysty järkeistämään, jostain kumpuaa, ei kaikkea tarvitse yrittää järkeistää, enemmän 
kokemusperäistä”. (JT.) 
 
12  ”Kyllä siinä tilanteessa kaiken huomaa. Esiintyessä aika pitenee, vähän enemmän aikaa 
ajatella tilanteessa, aikaa enemmän kaikelle, mieli rauhoittuu ja keskittyy”. (KK.) 
13 Ideas are dependent on time. According to Merleau-Ponty, in reality any idea that we 
want to assert is valid only at a time in our life or a period of the history of culture. The 
evidence is never based on the establishment of the necessary relations nor is it based on 
thinking which is not related to time. The certainty of an idea does not form a basis for 
the certainty of perception. The certainty of an idea rests on the perceptions which show 
us the passage of a moment to another and the unity of time. In this sense, all 
consciousness is perceptive consciousness, even the consciousness of our selves. 
(Merleau-Ponty 1989, 42.) 
The perceived world is always the basis that is presupposed in our rationality in all values 
and in all existence. According the Merleau-Ponty this notion does not destroy rationality 
nor does it have to destroy the supposed absolute. This notion of rationality based on 
perception searches to make rationality come down to earth. (Merleau-Ponty 1989,43.) 
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According to Merleau-Ponty all of our understanding of the world is 
grounded in our corporeal or physical nature. Our bodies and the specific formation 
of the sense organs reveal the world for us. (Moran 2000, 418-19.)14 
Dewey connects perception with aesthetic experience. He makes a 
distinct difference between perception and recognition. According to him, 
recognition is a perception arrested before it has had a chance to develop freely. 
When we recognize a person on the street in order to greet or avoid him, it is a 
recognizition. If we see the person for the sake of seeing him, we perceive him. 
(Dewey 1934, 54.) 
Recognition is too simple an act to arouse vivid consciousness. An act 
of perception proceeds by waves that enter serially through the entire organism. The 
perceived object or scene is emotionally pervaded throughout. Perception is an act 
that needs active energy in order to be received. (Dewey 1934, 55.) 
 
5. ELEMENTS OF KINEAESTHETICS 
 
‘KineAesthetics’ is a term to describe aesthetic qualities and values associated with 
bodily movements as experienced by the one who is moving. The elements on 
which such qualities and values may be based, are bodily awareness and perception. 
For the prerequisites of aesthetic qualities and values to be reached, one should have 
a heightened or enhanced awarenss of one´s body i.e. one should be able to perceive 
                                                          
14 We cannot applicate the classic distinction of the form and the material to perception. 
Neither can we bring together that the perceiving subject as a conscious human being 
would know the ideal law by which to interprete, regulate or break the sensed material. 
The material is heavy of its form. All perception is situated in a certain horizon and finally 
in the world. The relationship of the perceiving subject with the world is in some way 
organic and carries a contradiction of the immanence and the transcendence (Merleau-
Ponty 1989, 41-42.)  
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subtle variations in the body. One should also be able to merge various sensory 
material into aesthetically meaningful perceptions and cognitions.   
5.1. ENHANCED BODILY AWARENESS  
 
Bodily awareness can be enhanced by physical training and practice.  There is 
scientific consensus that physical or bodily practice is beneficial for our cognitive 
processes and overall health. These are reflected in the guidelines for physical 
activity. (Executive Summary of the 2008 Physical Activity Guidelines 2009, 114-
120.) 
The existence of enhanced bodily awareness or body consiousness in 
dancers is apparent. The quotations from AA, KK and JT, which follow reveal and 
confirm this.   
Maybe there is some desire to use my own physicality and body, and that I 
am able to give a sensuous feeling of my own existence that I am able to use 
my own physics, which gives me something that I experience intensively. 
(AA.)15 
The enhanced bodily awareness is present in all physical activities as 
KK stated:  
As a dancer, you become aware of your body…I feel wellbeing through my 
body. I just came from swimming, and felt enormous euphoria of my own 
movements, similarly as in dance. It is the various dynamicity, various 
mental images. The enjoyment in dance is how you feel various dynamicity, 
how the whole body surrenders to certain mental images that feel good. It is 
the strength and dynamicity of the movement. (KK.)16 
                                                          
15 ”Ehkä siinä on joku halu käyttää sitä omaa fyysisyyttä ja kehoa, ja sitä että saa antaa 
jonkun nautinnollisen tunteen tunteen omasta olemassaolosta, että pystyn käyttämään 
omaa fysiikkaani, joka tuottaa mulle jotakin intensiivisesti koettavaa”. (AA.) 
 
16  ”Tanssijana tulee tietoiseksi omasta fyysisestä olemuksestaan…Omaa hyvinvointia 
kokee kehon kautta. Tulin uimasta, koin valtavaa euforiaa omasta liikkeestä, samoin kuin 
tanssiessa. Siinä se nautinto siitä miten kokeen kehon eri dynamiikat ja keho antautuu 
joillekin mielikuville, tuntuu hyvälle. Liikkeen voima ja dynamiikka.” (KK.) 
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Bodily awareness increases continuously through practice, as can 
seen from the quotations from JT and AA. 
It is a continuously developing capability how small thing you sense from 
there (your own body), and how suble perceptions you can experience and 
create into movements. (JT.)17  
The extent of bodily awareness may not be the same at all times, but 
it needs warming up to reach maximum capacity, as JT said:  
There is variation day by day, the muscles are stuck or open. It may change 
as you get warm. If you start dancing when you are not yet warm , then after 
a moment of doing and optimal temperature, things feel lighter, you do not 
feel minor dents, may change how easy and agile the dancing then feels. 
(JT.)18 
The dancers interviewed demonstrated that they were very conscious 
about their physical bodies, how it functions and its strong and weak points. They 
also knew what to do when there were some problems with the body. They were 
aware that the bodily functions are not similar at all times, but rather that there is 
some variation depending on the situation. The enhanced awareness of their bodies 
was perceived to be pleasant by the interviewees.  
5.2. PROPRIOCEPTION AS AN AESTHETIC SENSE 
 
Kinaestetic sense is based on proprioception and its acuity, which is the ability to 
sense joint positions, movements and forces of muscle contractions, as well as to 
distinguish between movements of limb segments individually and relative to each 
other. Proprioceptive acuity is an important feature in dance, where performers 
                                                          
17  ”Koko ajan kehittyvä ominaisuus kuinka pieniä asioita sieltä (kehosta) aistii, kuinka 
yksityiskohtaisia ja herkkiä havaintoja pystyy kokemaan ja saamaan liikkeellisesti ulos.” 
(JT.) 
18 ”Päiväkohtainen vaihtelu, lihakset jumissa tai auki. Saattaa muuttua sitä mukaa kun 
lämpenee, jos aloittaa tanssimisen silloin kun ei vielä lämmin, niin sitten kun hetken 
tehnyt ja optimaalinen lämpötila, asiat tuntuu kevyemmiltä, pikkukolhut ei satu, saattaa 
muuttua kuinka helpolta ja ketterältä se tanssiminen siinä tuntuu.”(JT.) 
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must constantly keep conscious control of their bodily movements (Giblin 2015, 
75-91.) A consecutive series of bodily movements is referred to as a pattern. This 
consists of spatial and temporal sensory characteristics of a specific limb or of 
several limbs as a component of a movement pattern or skill. These kind of patterns 
can be regarded as the basic units of dancing. (Muaidi 2008, 975-982.)  
The notion of proprioception as an aesthetic sense is still a relatively 
unexplored area in philosophical aesthetics. The aesthetic senses are obviously 
those by which we experience beauty, sublime and other aesthetic qualities. Vision 
and hearing are the two traditionally recognized aesthetic senses to the extent that 
they have been and are often still regarded as objective senses. Other senses, such 
as smell, taste and touch have been deemed to be lower and subjective.  
Proprioceptive or kinaestetic sense has not received much attention yet. 
Subsequently, there is a body of notions in the philosophical literature of the 
supremacy of seeing and hearing.  
The interviewees see proprioception as a very important sensing 
channel. AA also mentions tactile or touching sense, sense for balance and visual 
sense. He also notes that moving is a synesthetic action, where you cannot 
differentiate between the different senses.  
To produce experience of how you yourself move, proprioceptive sense is 
essential, tactile sense is involved. (AA.)19 
Proprioception is very important. It is difficult to answer purely experience-
based, I am not able to clear fully from conceptual thinking. Moving is 
synesthetic actioning, proprioceptive sense, sense for balance are crucial. 
When doing (moving) you cannot so precisely any longer differentiate with 
which sense you get a certain feeling. Tactile sense (sense of touching), how 
the floor feels, contact with another person, perception (sensation) of 
touching influences a lot. Visual sense informs your own movement. (AA.)20 
                                                          
19  ”Tuottaa kokemusta miten itse liikkuu, se proprioseptinen aistimus keskeinen, 
tuntoaistimus osallistuu.” (AA.) 
20  ”Proprioseptio erittäin tärkeä. Vaikea vastata puhtaasti kokemuksellisesti, en pysty 
puhdistamaan täysin käsitteellisestä ajattelusta. Liikkuminen synesteettistä toimintaa, 
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JT finds proprioception very important for a positioning and sensing 
the bodily posture. He also finds auditive and tactile signals important, as the next 
quotation demonstrates:   
Powerful also to outside, you can tell from the glance, you start thinking 
about the body from inside, how any movement feels like. Proprioceptic 
sense for position, a combination…You also notice the sensation of the 
floor. ..(JT.)21  
KK mentions auditive, kinesthetic and proprioceptive senses in her 
dancing.  
Auditive sense, kinaesthetic sense, proprioceptive sense (KK.)22 
It is important to note that since the time of this distinction of senses 
as higher and lower or subjective and objective was made, science has taken huge 
leaps forward, and therefore, among other things, we now need to deal with earlier 
undiscovered senses as proprioception and kinaestesia.   
Carroll and Seeley have discussed motor perception as a potential 
aesthetic sense. The authors of the article are skeptical towards a unique aesthetic 
sensibility discretely grounded in unimodal sensory processes. They note that as an 
independent crossmodal capacity to perceive the dynamic and expressive qualities 
of patterned biological movements, as well as the dynamic shapes of bodies, motor 
perception would support a kind of structure of projective sensory responses 
ordinarily associated with aesthetic responses to dance. (Carroll and Seeley 2013, 
178-179.) 
                                                          
proprioseptinen aisti, tasapainoaistimus keskeisiä. Tehdessä ei pysty niin tarkkaan enää 
erottamaan, että millä aistilla saa jonkun fiiliksen. Tuntoaisti, miltä lattia tuntuu, kontakti 
toiseen ihmiseen, tuntoaistimus, vaikuttaa tosi paljon. Näköaisti Informoi omaa liikettä.” 
(AA.) 
21 ”Voimakas uloskinpäin, huomaa katseesta, rupeaa miettimään kehoa sisäkautta, miltä 
se tuntuu, miltä mikäkin liike tuntuu. Proprioseptinen asentoaisti, yhdistelmä. Varmaan 
lattiatuntemuksen huomaa.”(JT.) 
22 ”Kuuloaisti, liikeaisti, asentoaisti.” (KK.) 
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Based on the interviewed dancers´experience, motor perception 
should be regarded as multimodal, since it involves, apart from proprioceptive 
signals, also auditive and tactile signals. It may not be suprising that differentiating 
between the various sensory channels does not normally take place in the dancers. 
Instead, dancing is a synesthetic activity, as you can read from the quotation of KK 
below:  
You use all the senses, perhaps smell and taste you do not usully in particular 
use. You may feel that your mouth is dry or some taste of blood in your 
mouth. (KK.)23 
The priviledged status of vision and hearing has been questioned in 
later philosophical aesthetics literature. It has been argued that visual and auditive 
features are at least enhanced by other senses. (Lopes 2002, 191-201.)  Furthermore, 
it is by no means clear that certain senses are more objective than others. I argue 
that all the senses are primarily subjective, and our sensory experiences can be 
either enhanced or moderated by other people’s experiences about the same or 
similar objects.  
Barbara Montero has made an effort to explain why the so called 
distant senses would be understood as being more objective than proximal senses. 
Montero has explained that using the abilites of vision and hearing, we can distance 
ourselves both physically and psychologically from the object of awareness, if we 
choose to do so. She uses physical concepts to explain this. It is the media such as 
light waves bouncing off the painting and coming in contact with one’s eyes which 
create a sense of distance between oneself and the object. (Montero 2006, 232.) It 
is this conscious or unconscious distancing that makes us think of seeing and 
hearing as more objective senses in comparison to other senses.  
Senses can also lead to misinterpretation of the object or 
misperception of the world. A dancer may proprioceptively experience his or her 
                                                          
23 ”Kaikkia aisteja käyttää, ehkä haju ja maku on semmoisia, joita ei yleensä varsinaisesti 
käytä. Saattaa tuntua, että suu on kuiva tai vähän veren maku suussa.” (KK.) 
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knee as perfectly straight when it is, in fact, slighty bent, or a hand as being directly 
above his or her head, when it is actually just behind the head (Montero 2006, 233.)  
Similarly, vision can also misrepresent the world, such as representing 
p as q when p is not q. This can be shown with other examples. If one looks at a 
field covered by new snow, one may see it as covered by fallen apple blossom, 
especially if one does not know the time of the year or the country that is 
represented. Another example is colourblindness. The person who is blind for red 
and green colours, has a disability in distinguishing between red and green objects, 
as well as other hues which contain these colours. Thus the representation of a red 
house can be green to the colourblind individual, which is obviously a 
misrepresentation. It is an interesting notion, though, that many renowed artists are 
said to have been colour blind (to some extent). To conclude, any conditions of the 
eyes, such as simple vision impairments, may derange the correct representation of 
contours or depth.  
According to Montero, reaching out to the world or defining an object 
is a preassumption for claiming aesthetic judgments. The problem of recognizing 
proprioception as an aesthetic sense lies in the fact that proprioception is about 
perceiving one´s own body. Being aware of our bodily movements may seem to 
direct our attention exclusively to the sensory aspects. Therefore one may argue that 
proprioception does not reach out to objects in the world. (Montero 2006, 233.) 
I would argue that being aware of one’s bodily movements enhances 
our presence to the world. Being aware is already a cognitive perception and not 
dependent on any one sensory stimulus.  
In the interviews the dancers describe how they simultaneouly reach 
out to the world in their dancing, and as they do so are using proprioception 
(although not only that). This is how AA and JT describe reaching out:  
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There are many things in there in my view, a thing of sharing, the thing that 
I want to deal with the world through my art and share it with people. (AA.)24 
The performances have been built so that you have reached a certain 
standard during the practicing season, and thus you always succeed in the 
minimum on that standard level. On top of that, there are day-to-day 
variations, with what kind of energy, how funny, how tender you are, all the 
nuances, but a certain standard is granted. (JT.)25 
Working with fixed choreography, there you are working more with the 
question of form and technique, with detail and precision. I have much more 
as my manner of working that it is based on my sense of motion, kinesthetic 
sense. There is its own technique in there, too, the fact that you have trained 
movement technique and ways of moving and based on those, you yourself 
feel that this movement is of a particular kind, and because of this it interests 
me. (AA.)26 
Proprioception is present in dance and it is one of the many modalities 
perceived by the dancers. It appears that proprioception is important in dancing, but 
that also many other senses are active and receiving input. It would be difficult to 
distinguish perception in dancing based on proprioception alone, since perceptions 
seem to be merged from the stimuli of visual, auditive, tactile and proprioceptive 
senses. Montero´s requirement for aesthetic judgement of reaching out to the world, 
appear to be met in dancing.   
                                                          
24 ”Siinä on mielestäni useammanlaista asiaa, joku jakamisen asia, se että haluan käsitellä 
maailmaa taiteeni kautta ja jakaa sitä ihmisten kanssa”. (AA.) 
25 ”Esitykset rakennetaan niin, että saatu treenikaudella tietty standi, jolla onnistuu aina 
vähintään sillä tasolla, sen jälkeen päiväkohtaista variaatiota, minkälaisella energialla, 
railakkaasti, herkemmin, nyanssit. Tietty standardi toteutuu.” (JT.) 
26  ”Fiksatun koreografian kanssa työskennellessä siinä on eri tavalla muodon kysymyksen 
kanssa ja tekniikan kanssa työskentely, detaljin ja tarkkuuden kanssa työskentely. Mulla 
on paljon enemmän se työtapa, että se lähtee mun liikeaistimuksesta jollakin tapaa, 
tarkan teknisen muodon kanssa työskentely on mulle haasteellista. Kyllähän siinäkin on 
oma tekniikkansa, ja onhan sekin treenattua, että on treenannut liiketekniikkaa ja 
liiketapoja ja sen pohjalta tuottaa jotain, itse kokee että tää liike on mulle nyt jonkinlaista 
ja siksi kiinnostaa mua.” (AA.) 
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6. DANCE AS A CASE OF KINEAESTHETICS 
 
Dance is a good example of an art form in which kineAesthetics is essential. As we 
have already seen in the earlier chapter, proprioception along with other senses is 
used by the dancers all of the time. It is also apparent from the interviews that 
dancers are very much acquainted with their bodies, and they have become attentive 
to various signals from the body.  
I use in this thesis a dance performance called Aistiofysiikka or 
“Physics of Senses”, which was performed at Höyhentämö/Pluckhouse in Helsinki 
in September 2015, and which I personally attended. Pluckhouse in general presents 
contemporary dance, theatre and performance art.  
Aistiofysiikka aimed at examining our wish for sensing and 
experiencing being in the world and for experiencing the meaningfulness of the 
world.  
Dance is loaded with various interactions, in particular in the performing situation. 
There are interactions between the dancers, and between the dancers and the 
spectators. The dancer is also in interaction or in dialogue with the physical 
environment on the stage and with cultural aspects that precondition the dance. 
6.1. DANCER TO DANCER INTERACTIONS  
 
The interactions between dancers are based on physical presence, touch, impulse 
giving and non-verbal conveyance of information by visual, auditive and tactile 
stimuli, as well as interactions with cultural and physical environment.  
See Image 1.  
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Image 1. Dance performance ‘Aistiofysiikka’ in the series of Thousand Intensities by 
Höyhentämö/Pluckhouse, Autumn 2015. Photo by Tani Simberg, reproduced with 
permission. 
The presence of the dancers is both emotional and physical. Challenges may come also 
from different physique between the two genders 
 
 
The physical presence and challenges were described KK:  
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One thing was particular to Aistiofysiikka. A really physical work, men have 
stronger physique than a woman. Challenging as a dancer. Meaningful and 
interesting. (KK.)27 
According to Merleau-Ponty, we have pre-predicative life of 
consciousness.  Pre-predicative consciousness is an experience of rationality where 
thought and conceptual ability arise out of a less well-articulated experience, out of 
a primordial state. This experience is about being within a body, which is in an 
interactive state, and this both limits and offers possibilities. Merleau-Ponty notes 
that the limitations arise from our embodied and temporal being in the world. The 
possibilities in turn, come from our bodies and the specific ways in which our sense 
organs reveal the world to us. (Moran 2000, 418-418; Merleau-Ponty 1962, 104, 
121.)  
6.1.1. IMPULSE GIVING 
One way of interaction is impulse giving which is usual in contemporary dance. It 
is touching with a certain meaning. The next movement of a dancer is partly guided 
by the impulse received from a co-dancer. The movements are fluent and the roles 
change constantly as to which dancer is the one who gives an impulse with his/her 
touch, and which is to receive an impulse. However, the impulse is like a proposal 
and it is the dancer him or herself who decides the movement s/he makes.  
See Image 2. 
 
 
                                                          
27 ”Yksi asia oli erityinen Aistiofysiikalle. Tosi fyysinen teos, miehillä parempi fysiikka kuin 
naisella. Haastavaa tanssijana. Mielekästä ja kiinnostavaa.”(KK.) 
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Image 2. Dance performance Aistiofysiikka in the series of Thousand Intensities by 
Höyhentämö/Pluckhouse, autumn 2015. Photo by Tani Simberg, reproduced with 
permission.  
Impulse giving brings the dancers to new technical and experiential level. The strength of 
the touch and its direction are perceived. The quality of perception becomes more intensive 
with increasing strength and pressure of the touch, which often leads the dancer to add 
speed to the movement. 
 
The idea behind impulse giving was described by JK and AA as 
follows: 
Physical contact, your attention is focused on the touch, which has a certain 
strength and direction. You may start contemplating about the touch, it has 
to include strength and direction, you sense the quality of the touch, what 
kind of impulse is offered. (JK.)28 
                                                          
28 ”Fyysinen kontakti, itsellä huomio menee kosketukseen, siinä tietty voima ja suunta, 
sitä rupee ehkä taas kosketuksessa kelailemaan sitä, sen pitää sisältää voima tai suunta, 
aistii kosketuksen laatua, minkälaista impulssia siellä on tarjolla.” (JT.) 
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A definite task, where you aim to convey information to the partner, that he 
then tries to act according to that information feed in some way. It becomes 
also more intensive and sensuous as the strength and pressure of touching 
increases, if moment and speed is added to the movement. You start centered 
on the information, on the nervous system, here, here, here, impulses quite 
accurately targeted at certain joints, the purpose of which is to give 
possibilities to move in ways that you yourself find interesting. A human 
being is a prisoner of his own manners, all moving is complex, consists of a 
few practiced elements. That you could move in different ways, you have to 
undo some of your customary elements. (AA.)29  
6.1.2. CONVEYANCE OF OTHER INFORMATION BETWEEN DANCERS 
Touching and glancing are used to convey information to a co-dancer also outside 
the context of impulse giving. Oftentimes it is done on purpose, sometimes also 
incidentally. JT talked about this as:   
At a performance, if not fully improvisations, things have been decided 
beforehand, it matters what kind of act is going on. If you dance alone, and 
there comes a touching, you get a lot more information. Whether your focus 
turns into that touch, depends on the task or act, on what you want about it 
for outside or for youself. A glance can be used also knowingly. (JT.)30  
The other dancers convey information (about the dance), look at you or 
touch hastily. The aim is to stay calm, you try to calm down your partner. If 
                                                          
29 ”Tarkka tehtävä, missä pyritään antamaan informaatiota partnerille, että hän sitten 
pyrkii toimimaan sen informaatiofeedin parissa jollakin tavalla. Se muuttuu myös 
intensiivisemmäksi ja aistillisemmaksi kun koskettamisen voima ja paine lisääntyy, jos 
liikkeeseen lisätään momenttia ja nopeutta. Aloitetaan informaatiokeskeisesti, 
hermostollisesti, täällä, täällä, täällä, aika tarkkaan tiettyihin niveliin kohdistuvia 
impulsseja, joiden tarkoituksena on antaa mahdollisuuksia liikkua itselle kiinnostavilla 
tavoilla. Ihminen on omien tapojensa vanki, kaikki liikkuminen kompleksista, koostuu 
joistakin harjoitelluista elementeistä. Jotta voisi liikkua eri tavalla, täytyy purkaa omia 
totunnaisia elementtejään.” (AA.) 
30  ”Esityksessä, jollei täyttä improvisaatiota, asiat on päätetty ennalta, vaikuttaa 
minkälainen kohtaus on menossa. Jos tanssii yksin ja tulee kosketus, tulee hirveästi 
informaatiota lisää, meneekö fokus siihen kosketukseen, riippuu tehtävästä tai 
kohtauksesta, mitä siitä halutaan ulospäin tai kokemuksena itselle. Katsetta voidaan 
käyttää myös tietoisesti.” (JT.) 
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you are late from the music, in the best case it (a look or touch) creates the 
feeling of doing together... (KK.)31 
6.1.3. INTERACTION WITH CULTURAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTS  
A dancer is in a dialogue with his environment with regard to cultural aspects, 
ttradition and society. This is expressed by AA as: 
I think that without being much aware of why I dance in a certain way, is 
connected to how people around me dance. It is connected to that society, 
culture, common way of doing, sharing technique. (AA.)32 
                      A dancer also works and interacts with her immediate physical 
environment. She perceives proprioceptive and tactile stimuli as she moves. This 
happens as a feedback mechanism, where the dancer is guided and corrects herself 
according to the feedback she perceives from the live interaction process. Part of 
the perception is mediated by the quality of the floor, such as its temperature. See 
Image 3.  
 
                                                          
31  ”Toiset tanssijat antaa informaatiota siitä (tanssista), katsoo tai koskee hätäisesti, 
tarkoitus olla rauhassa, koittaa rauhoitella, jos musiikista myöhässä, parhaassa 
tapauksessa (katse tai kosketus) luo yhdessä tekemisen tunnetta.” (KK.) 
32 ”Luulen, että tiedostamatta kauheasti sitä miksi tanssin tietyllä tavalla, liittyy siihen, 
että miten muut ihmiset mun ympärillä tanssii. Siiheen yhteisöön, kulttuuriin, yhteiseen 
tapaan tehdä, yhteiseen tekniikkaan.”(AA.)  
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Image 3. Dance performance ‘Aistiofysiikka’ in the series of Thousand Intensities by 
Höyhentämö/Pluckhouse, autumn 2015. Photo by Tani Simberg, reproduced with 
permission.  
The dancer is using proprioceptive and tactile senses to find and maintain the position that 
she has. Her perception is a compilation of the feeling of the floor and her internalized 
vision and imaginative imaging of her bodily posture. Her cognition includes the responses 
from the spectators, from co-dancers and her own feeling of succeeding.  
 
                      Dancing is ultimately a cognitive process, which ends up in one’s 
consciousness and requires mental effort and concentration. Merleau-Ponty’s pre-
predicative experience is that being with a body includes the specific way our sense 
organs bring the world to us. In the end it is an experience of rational thinking. 
According to Merleau-Ponty our whole understanding is grounded in our bodily 
nature. (Moran 2000, 418.) 
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6.2. INTERACTIONS BETWEEN DANCERS AND THE SPECTATORS IN A 
DANCE PERFORMANCE 
 
The interaction between spectators and dancer is essential to the dancers. As was 
noted earlier (see introduction) dance becomes a work of art in the interaction 
between dancers and spectators.  
Each dancer is in direct interaction with the spectators, and this is 
based on the visual and auditive perception of the audience. A spectator has effect 
on the dancers, and may in term be affected by the dancers themself. The interaction 
is constantly ongoing during the performance. The strength of the effect may be 
less or more depending on the individual. How the spectator experiences the 
aesthetics of dance is also a relevant question. One explanation is that this may 
happen through empathy with activity of the dancers (Melchionne 2015).  However, 
the experience of the spectator is out of the scope of this study. See fig 2.  
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Figure 2. Schematic presentation about the various Interactions in dance performance.               
Author 2016                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Each dancer interacts with the dancers physically closest to him/her at a certain point in 
time. The dancers affect the spectator (provided that the spectator is somewhat 
knowledgeable about the art of dance and therefore capable of creating a meaningful 
experience for herself).  As described in the text spectators elevate and electrify the 
dancing experience for the dancers.  
 
From the dancer’s part it is feelings of sharing with the spectators, 
empowerment, inspiration, elevation and electrifying that are created in the 
interaction between them and the spectators as described by JT and AA in the 
following quotations:  
The spectators have an influence without any doubt. At that moment we do 
it for them. (JT.)33 
Performing to the audience can be almost anything, we deal with the 
question of how we can be inspired about the fact that we can share our work 
with the spectators, and how at the same time remain faithful to our own 
course, to our own will and doing, and not start pleasing the spectator, or 
                                                          
33 ”Yleisö vaikuttaa ilman muuta. Heillehän sitä siinä hetkessä tehdään.” (JT.) 
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not get scared by the spectator. Performing is always scary, the spectator is 
always scary in some way. (AA.)34 
Performing. You negotiate with the fact that the spectators are there, you 
know that you are being looked at…You are aware of durations, how long 
it can take, when you have to move forward, about the structure. You are 
aware, in which phase you are at each moment, what is happening. (JT.)35 
The final elevation comes from the audience, does not go to the next level 
without the audience, brings along elevation. (JT.)36 
It is the spectator that electifizes the performing. The characteristics of 
performing become concrete always at the time when there is really 
someone to whom to perform. Performing in front of the audience makes 
the expression somehow shared (with the spectators) and communicative, 
and electrifizes the performing. (AA.)37 
The risk with having an audience is that the mind of the dancer starts 
crusading as JT stated and you cannot focus, or that you feel an obligation to please 
the audience as AA exemplified.  
As has been shown above, the interactions take place using practically 
all the known senses. The data is merged in one´s mind as we become consciously 
aware of the information we have received. The feedback from us takes place at a 
                                                          
34 ”Se (esiintyminen yleisölle) voi olla niin kaikkea, työskennellään sen kysymyksen kanssa, 
miten voidaan olla inspiroituneita siitä, että saadaan jakaa meidän tekeminen katsojien 
kanssa, miten kuitenkin pysytään uskollisina sille omalle asiallemme, omalle halulle ja 
tekemiselle eikä ruveta miellyttämään katsojaa, ei pelästytä katsojaa. Esiintyminen on 
aina pelottavaa, katsoja aina pelottava jollakin tavalla.” (AA.) 
 
35  ”Esiintyminen. Sen kanssa neuvottelu, koska yleisö on siellä, sä tiedät että sua 
katsotaan... Kestoista, kuinka kauan saa kestää, milloin pitää siirtyä eteenpäin, siitä 
rakenteesta. Tietoinen missä kohtaa ollaan menossa, mitä tapahtuu.” (JT.) 
36 ”Viimeinen kohotus tulee yleisöltä, ei mene seuraavalle tasolle ilman yleisöä, se tuo 
kohotuksen.” (JT.) 
37 ”Se on se asia (katsoja) mikä sähköistää sen esiintymisen. Esityksellisyys konkretisoituu 
aina silloin kun oikeasti on joku jolle esittää. Tekee siitä ilmaisusta jollakin tavoin (yleisön 
kanssa) jaettua ja kommunikatiivista ja sähköistää esiintymisen.” (AA.) 
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very short notice, but is, nevertheless, a conscious action. The full information 
about the happening during the performance becomes knowledge about the various 
aspects of the performance to each participant. 
The kind of experience that a spectator has is most likely different 
from the experience that any dancer has. Likewise, each dancer has his or her own 
personal understanding of the performance, and many of the experiences can be 
shared and validated in discussions with the other dancers after the performance. 
This topic is dealt with more detail in the next chapter.  
Interactions between the dancers and spectators have been discussed 
in terms of a shared presence as well as expectations and fulfillment of expectations 
in a dance performance.  
Frédéric Pouillaude has discussed dancing and performing in his 
essay. Dance as a work of art demands an audience, the spectators. A work of art is 
created through the purposeful actions and sharing between the dancers and 
audience. A performance typically consists of those who are active, the dancers, 
and those who are passive, the spectators. The mutual facing of these two parties is 
essential when dance is approached as a work of art. (Pouillaude 2004, 8-22.) 
The fact that a dance work needs spectators to become a work of art, 
is apparent also from the following quotation: 
Grafitying, as well, this is why we make performances, the wish to share 
(with the spectators) motivates it in some way. Otherwise you can think that 
let us dance, this gave myself a certain feeling, but I did not participate in 
anything with this, since nobody saw it. (AA.)38  
Dance as a performance always appears as the presence of the dancers 
to the presence of other people, in a common space of simultaneity. This space of 
simultaneity is called the stage. (Pouillaude 2004, 8-22.) 
                                                          
38 ”Palkitsevaakin, sitä vartenhan esityksiä tehdään, se jakamisen halu (katsojien kanssa) 
sitä jotenkin motivoi, muuten voi ajatella, että tanssitaan vaan, ei tehdä esityksiä. 
(Esityksen) kokee merkittäväksi tehdä jakamisen halu.” (AA.) 
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Pouillaude has described the function of stage. In his view there is a 
group of uninterested people who have gathered in a particular space just to be 
present. They do not actually do anything, other than await some kind of a 
phenomenon. Other kinds of people, who will make something happen or become 
realized, are also present. Seeming inactivity and activity defines one group of 
people as the audience and the other as the performers. According to Pouillaude the 
peculiar thing is that the presence of the inactive group and the active group has to 
be simultaneous for a work of dance art to be created. It is a certain happening, not 
necessarily any concrete place, which marks the stage. This opens concurrent being, 
and thus creates a simultaneous “us.” Effectively the only thing that is common 
between the individuals in the audience, is the actual waiting for something, and 
eventually the waiting for fulfillment of expectation. Pouillaude states that 
fulfilment of expectation does not take place only by the performance or the 
simultaneous presence. The presence makes the action on the stage appear 
immediate and genuine, creating a clear understanding for everyone that nothing of 
it will ever be repeated in exactly the same anywhere. We expect that the 
simultaneous presence will eventually lead to a shared understanding and 
experience. (Pouillaude 2004, 8-20.) 
Pouillaude obviously discusses the topic of stage from the perpective 
of the spectator more than from the perspective of the dancer.  
Interestingly, the level of interaction is variable also from the dancer´s 
perpective.  
The influence of the audience has become less with time and experience, it 
is easier to concentrate on your own thing…Has become easier with 
experience, not trying by force, by pushing. Not so vulnerable for the 
audience, not everybody needs to like it. (JT.)39 
                                                          
39 ”Yleisön vaikutus on vähentynyt kokemuksen myötä, helpompi keskittyä siihen omaan 
juttuun... Helpottunut kokemuksen myötä, ei väkisin yrittämällä, puskemalla. Ei niin 
haavoittuvainen yleisölle, ei kaikkien tarvitse tykätä.” (JT.)  
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The interactions between the dancers and spectators are the final 
elements in the creation of a work of art, and for the dancers the audience gives 
elevation and electrification.  
6.3. IGNORING THE DANCER AS A SUBJECT 
 
The dancer’s experience and its potential aesthetic qualities and value have long 
been ignored in research of about dance. In most articles the emphasis is on the 
spectator. The first publications of dance were mainly manuals written by dance 
masters wishing to thus claim copyright for their dances. As Hanna Järvinen has 
recently discussed, the reader was not expected or encouraged to be engaged in the 
practice of dance practice at all.  The writing about dance totally ignored the 
requirement of bodily awareness, balance or kinaesthetic consiousness. This 
spectator perspective was further emphasized by photos of a dancer posing for the 
camera in a pre-determined stiff position. This served to legitimate a particular 
aesthetic kind that justified the social role of the artistic dancer as a professional 
performer for the audience. (Järvinen 2012, 57-58.) 
Erika Fischer-Lichte has discussed the concept of “aesthetics of the 
performative,” and sees the spectators as co-creators in the event. According to her, 
spectators can actually be transformed from passive to active. Fischer-Lichte 
considers this transformation initially to be the emotional reaction awoken in the 
spectator, which can eventually lead to action or reflection. The aim of this 
transformation is deeper than mere interaction. (Fischer-Lichte 2008, 338-352.) 
That spectators actually can be co-creators is confirmed by AA in the 
next quotation:  
Sometimes it is obvious that you feel that we have a good feeling to perform 
and the spectators have a good feeling to watch, a more relaxed atmosphere 
which you feel. Sometimes it is more enigmatic, the performance proceeds 
well, you are not sure how the spectators feel and how the other dancers feel. 
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At best the dancers and spectators can have a shared aesthetic experience. 
(AA.)40 
A work of dance can never be completed fixed, since it inevitably will 
change from one performance to another. This fact is attenuated when regarding 
dance performance more as an event based on aesthetic experience of all the 
participants. Dance artist can be seen as a facilitator for artistic or aesthetic dance 
experiences for the audience, rather than as a technical performer. (Fischer-Lichte 
1997, 338-352.) 
The idea of a dancer being merely a technical performer does not 
provoke a positive response in the interviewed dancers. AA spoke about this as 
follows. 
It is difficult to consider the body of the dancer only as a tool therefore that 
it actually is the locus of the producing, it does not only mediate something 
that has been decided from outside, but it (the body) creates the thing itself 
(dance). It is linked with predefined abstract thinking, that a performance 
has a structure, there is guidance and there are tasks, so it is a kind of 
abstracted thing which has been decided. However, you cannot say that a 
dancer would only mediate or be a technical performer. That simply is not 
true! What happens in the body when dancing is a focal part (of the dance), 
not only that a certain idea of abstract form or movement is mediated, one 
which would exist independent of dance. (AA.)41  
                                                          
40 ”Joskus ilmeistä, että kokee, että meillä on hyvä fiilis esittää ja katosojilla on hyvä fiilis 
katsoa, rennompi meininki, jonka huomaa. Joskus arvoituksellisempaa, esitys menee 
hyvin, ei ole ihan varma mikä fiilis katsojlla on ja mikä fiilis toisilla tanssijoilla on. 
Parhaimmillaan (kyseessä on) katsojien kanssa jaettava esteettinen kokemus.” (AA.) 
 
41 ”Tanssijan ruumista on vaikea ajatella vain välineeksi siksi, että se on itse asiassa sen 
asian tuottamisen locus, ei vain välitä sitä mikä on ulkoapäin päätetty, vaan (elävä ruumis) 
tuottaa sen itse asian (tanssin). Tanssiin iittyy ennalta annettua abstraktia ajattelua, 
esityksellä on rakenne, ohjeita ja tehtäviä, se on jonkinlainen abstrahoitavissa oleva asia, 
joka on päätetty. Ei voi kuitenkaan sanoa, että tanssija vain välittäisi, se ei yksinkertaisesti 
pidä paikkaansa! Onhan se, että mitä siinä ruumiissa tapahtuu kun se tanssii, keskeinen 
osa, eikä vain se että jokin abstrakti muodon tai liikkeen idea tulee välitetyksi.” (AA.) 
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It seems, though, that with a fixed choreography, there is more of 
technical aspect involved than with improvisation.   
With precise choreography, things like unison, are particularly 
enjoyable. The scale of emotions is more subtle, but there are still feelings of 
success, as stated by KK: 
With precise choreography it is very much of the same thing (as in 
improvisation), Unison, everyone does the same movement, which as such 
is already a pleasurable experience. Music, dance, extremely enjoyable 
(sensuous)…Afterwards the feelings are very much similar (in comparison 
to more improvisation), the big things are the same. (KK.)42 
The static posing in illustrations of early twentieth centrury was 
actually partly due to technical restrictions of cameras, which were not able to 
capture rapid movements (Järvinen 2012, 61). Consequently, most dancers were 
photographed in studio settings, posed in such a way that they seemed to be moving. 
The images were retouched to give a posed appearance of movement, usually a 
leap. See Image 4.                                      
  
                                                          
42 ”Tarkka koreografia, hurjan paljon samaa (kuin improvisaatiossa). Unisono, että kaikki 
tekee samaa, on sinänsä jo miellyttävä kokemus, musiikki ja tanssi, kauhean 
nautinnollista…Jälkeenpäin tuntemuksissa ei paljon eroa, isot asiat on samoja.” (KK.) 
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Image 4. Vaslav Nijinsky as Armide's slave in Le Pavillon 
d'Armide   which was performed by the new Ballets 
Russes Paris in 1907.  Photo reproduced from the Public 
Domain. 
 
 
 
 
Almost no older photographs representing dance are real snapshots of 
dancers in movement. A particularly common pose was throwing one´s head back 
with the upper body arched, when jumping lightly, with arms extended to embrace 
the space around the dancer. (Järvinen 2012, 65.) The pose often signified joy, 
which is one of the primary affective attributes of dance. Dance was assessed by a 
limited set of aesthetic principles together with reassumptions of appropriate 
responses from the audience. The aesthetically acknowledged features were grace, 
nature, flow, and vitality, which were seen to produce pleasure, joy and an 
optimistic sense of harmony (Järvinen 2012, 68).  
6.4. DANCE AS A CREATIVE ACTIVITY OF THE HUMAN BEING 
 
Dance has sometimes been claimed to be the origin of all art. According to Järvinen, 
there used to be a strategy of referring to the primitive origins of dance as an 
indication that dance would be the truth that has been lost in the process of 
civilisation. Dance was seen to express the body´s essentially primitive energy and 
therefore thought of as a sort of physical manifestation of the mysterious essence 
of all living things. (Järvinen 2012, 67). Obviously moving in some way is very 
primary for human beings, as can be seen from observing small children, who 
hardly can stay still and often start mimicking dancing when hearing music.  
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Contemporary dance contains various creative activities, requires a 
high degree of emotional and physical presence, and needs to engage imagination.  
Creativity is often related to the fact that each dancer is also a 
choreographer for his or her own dance. KK puts it like this:  
The dance is created anew each time. The dancer has even more freedom to 
improvise, it creates more pressure, succeeding depends a lot on your own 
state of being, and on your charisma and on the impulses generated in the 
moment…The scale of feelings is more extended than in more 
choreographed work. It brings a good feeling to create every time anew. 
Brings along more pressure, too. (KK.)43 
Creativity is expressed in the making the choreography along with the 
dancing. Creating dance is an intellectual and cognitive activity, as is apparent from 
the quotation from AA about repetitiveness in dance and life: 
Repetitiveness. I think that it is the reduction that repetitiveness does…A 
more traditional way is to variate, that the spectator will more easily get 
along. In contemporary art there is the element of reduction itself, reducing 
the repetition... In being a human there is much repetitiveness there, then 
why would not art do it in some way, too. Repetition calms down, alerts the 
senses. (AA.)44 
There is high presence of one´s body and mind when dancing in a 
performance as expressed by KK:  
                                                          
43”Tanssi luodaan joka kerta uudelleen. Vielä enemmän tanssijalla vapautta improvisoida, 
luo lisää paineita, onnistuminen tosi paljon henkilökohtaisen oman olotilan ja karismankin 
varassa ja siinä hetkessä syntyvien impulssien…Tunneskaala laajempi kuin tarkkaan 
koreografioidussa työssä. Tuottaa hyvää oloa luoda joka kerta uudelleen. Luo lisää 
paineita.” (KK.) 
 
44  ”Toistuvuus. Mä luulen, että se on toiston pelkistäminen…Perinteisempi tapa on 
varioida, että katsoja helpommin viihtyy. Nykytaiteessa enemmän se pelkistämisen 
elementti, pelkistetään se toisto…Ihmisenä oleminen on paljolti toistoa, miksi ei sitten 
taidekin jollakin tavalla tekisi sitä.  Toisto rauhoittaa, herättää aistit.” (AA.) 
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Breathing, sound recording from the floor. The idea is a conscious auditive 
image…You sense the audience all the time, but you can still let go and 
concentrate on the tasks. (KK.)45 
Based on the interviews using imagination is an essential part of the 
creative action of dance, as experessed by KK and AA in the next quotations:  
I have the gift of imagination and exaltation, I throw myself to the task...If 
as an example, we now walk in dirt, it really feels like it. You cannot afford 
to be critical in the performance…You realize you are in the middle of a 
metaphor (imagination), or you notice someone among the spectators. 
(KK.)46 
I imagine that I work on a certain idea using a dance technical element. I 
wish to convey the idea to the spectator, is the movement anything with 
which the spectator could identify himself (AA.)47 
It appears that creativity, using imagination and high presence, all of 
which are aesthetic activities, are essential elements in dancing. 
 
  
                                                          
45  ”Hengitys, mikitetty lattia. Idea tietoinen kuulokuva...Yleisön aistii koko ajan, siinä 
pääsee kuitenkin vapautumaan ja keskittymään niihin tehtäviin.” (KK.) 
46  ”Mulla on kuvittelun tai haltioitumisen lahja, heittäydyn…Jos vaikka nyt kävellään 
savessa, se todella tuntuu siltä... Huomaa olevansa keskellä mielikuvaa, tai huomaa 
katsomossa jonkun tutun.” (KK.) 
47 ”Ajattelen että  liikun jonkun tietyn kysymyksen pohjalta, työskentelen niin, että mulla 
on jokin tanssitekninen elementti, siihen sijoitan jonkun harjoittelun ja toistamisen 
kysymyksen ja toisaalta nautinnon kysymyksen, onko se liike mitenkään sellaista, mihin 
katsoja pystyisi samaistumaan.” (AA.) 
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7. DISCUSSION 
 
Aesthetic qualities can be felt distinctively while aesthetic value is an experience 
reached through an interactive process. It is often thought that a proper aesthetic 
experience should actually be shared somehow or validated with similar minded 
persons in order to really be meaningful.  
7.1. AESTHETIC QUALITIES  
 
Aesthetics is most often associated with the notion of beauty. In his book Abuse of 
Beauty Danto identifies aesthetic value with beauty, and especially with the exalted 
conception of beauty (Danto 2003, 58.)  He distinguishes art as being separate from 
beauty, based on the fact that something can be good art without being beautiful. 
He recognizes other aesthetic qualities too, such as being disgusting, but maintains 
that beauty is the only quality that has a claim to being a value. (Danto 2003, 58-
60.) 
Since the eighteenth century in addition to beauty, the quality of 
sublime has also been considered to be aesthetic (Burke and Phillips 1990, 1057.) 
Nowadays it is understood that aesthetic value is constituted through a number of 
merits or demerits, such as being graceful, shocking, and balanced or insipid, 
didactic, and incoherent and so on. (Lopes 2014, 165.) 
7.2. INTEGRAL AESTHETIC PROCESS  
 
Dewey’s theory of aesthetics does contain formal requirements, such as an integral 
process. His understanding of aesthetics is extended outside of objects to 
experiences. Any practical activity, provided it is integrated and moves by its own 
urge to fulfilment, has esthetic quality. (Dewey 1934, 41.) 
Dewey presented a generalized illustration of a stone, which is 
running downhill.  
The activity is surely sufficiently ´practical´. The stone starts from 
somewhere, and moves, as consistently as conditions permit, toward a place 
and state where it will be at rest – toward an end. Let us add, by imagination, 
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to these external facts, the ideas that it looks forward with desire to the final 
outcome, that it is interested in the things it meets on its way, conditions that 
accelerate and retard its movement with respect to their bearings to the end; 
that it acts and feels toward them according to the hindering or helping 
function it attributes to them; and that the final coming to rest is related to 
all that went before as the culmination of a continuous movement. Then the 
stone would have an experience and one with esthetic quality. (Dewey 1945, 
41.) 
Dewey defines aesthetic experience as an integral process. According 
to him, we have an experience when the material experienced runs its course to 
fulfillment. Only then is it integrated within and demarcated in the general stream 
of experience from other experiences. Dewey mentions as an example a piece of 
work that is finished in a way that is satisfactory, and is so rounded out that its close 
is a consummation and not a cessation. Such an experience is a whole and carries 
with it its own individualizing quality and self-sufficiency. Thus it is an aesthetic 
experience. (Dewey, 36–37.) 
Dance performance is a good example of a process which has a certain 
starting point and which runs toward the ending, which is often the culmination of 
the performance.  
The process nature of a performance becomes ultimately apparent in 
the aftermath of the performance. This is experessed by JT, KK and AA in the 
following quotations:  
Immediately after the performance you reflect how did it go, you reflect 
already as you do it…Adrenaline comes every time, the body and mind are 
pretty active, you cannot sleep right away or else. The good feeling 
continues, before the body calms down and cools down. (JT.)48 
                                                          
48 ”Heti esityksen jälkeen toki rekflektoi miten meni, reflektoi tehdessä jo… Adrenaliinia 
joka kerta tulee, kroppa ja mieli on aika aktiivisia, ei nukkumaan pääse saman tien tai 
muuta. Hyvä tunne jatkuu, ennen kuin kroppa tasoittuu ja jäähtyy.” (JT.) 
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You experience various things, partly thoughts, partly sensations, tiredness, 
sometimes pain, sometimes feelings of success, sometimes feelings of 
insufficiency. (KK.)49 
Immediately after the performance the feeling is great or bad…Usually 
positive, more seldom you feel that the performance would have gone wrong 
in any large extent. (AA.)50 
The process of a dance performance reaches its peak at the 
performance, after which there is a moment of cessation and redirecting oneself. It 
is the integral process of a dance performance which brings the feeling of 
fulfillment and gives meaning, in other words creates an aesthetic experience to the 
dancers.  
7.3. SHARING OF THE EXPERIENCE AND AESTHETIC VALIDATION  
 
Sharing of the experience and the qualities of the experience can be seen to validate 
the aesthetic quality, in particular if a consensus regarding the qualities  can be 
found between the members of the group. Validation of the experience is also a 
measure of objectivity of the aesthetic quality.  
Aesthetic qualities experienced by the interviewed dancers are 
manifold and can often be shared between the dancers of the same performance.  
JT expressed that positive or negative feelings as well as the general 
ambience and the atmosphere on the stage could be shared with the other dancers. 
Qualitative adjectives such as “light,” “humoristitic,” “dramatic,” “dark” and 
“serious” can have aesthetic connotations especially when shared in the group.  
The general ambience and the atmosphere of being on the stage (in the 
performance) is shared…Today a more light and humoristic tone on the next 
                                                          
49 ”Kaikenlaistahan siinä kokee, osittain ajatuksia, osittain tuntemuksia, väsymystä, välillä 
kipua, välillä onnistumisen tunteita, välillä riittämättömyyden tunteita.”(KK.) 
 
50 ”Heti esityksen jälkeen hyvä tai huono olo…Yleensä positiivinen, harvemmin tuntuu, 
että esitys olisi mennyt niin suuressa määrin pieleen.” (AA.) 
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day a more dramatic, darker and more serious tone. The ambiences and tones 
the others had felt similarly, they were shared in the working (dance) group. 
(JT.)51 
According to AA sharing experiences of a performance between the 
dancers often takes place and dancers usually readily understand each others´ 
ways of experiencing. Sometimes the experience can be shared also between the 
dancers and the spectators.  
AA finds that objectivity both in visual art as well as dance art often 
is limited to certain well defined details. However, these details may not be the 
most relevant determinants in terms of aesthetic value.  
Objectivity also depends on what kind of topics you want to discuss. If you 
look at a picture which shows a square, it is well defined, but is this the level 
that we are interested in. Respectively, in dance, here we would have an act 
where we moved much on the floor surface, it is quite objective, but is it just 
the thing that we are interested in. (AA.)52 
Experiences can certainly be shared, it is not something so exceptional that 
another human being would not experience something similar. (AA.)53 
Discussion of the process of performance increases the group’s 
understanding of the qualities experienced. Discussion inside the group is important 
to ensure continuity and the form of the process. Every integral experience has form 
because there is a dynamic organization. Dewey calls the organization dynamic, 
                                                          
51 ”Yleisilmapiiri ja lavalla (esityksessä) olemisen ilmapiiri jaetaan. Tänään kevyempi ja 
humoristisempi tunnelma, seuraavana päivänä dramaattisempi ja tummempi, vakavampi 
tunnelma. Tunnelmat muut olivat kokeneet samoin, jaettiin työryhmänä.”(JT.)  
52  ”Objektiivisuus on siitäkin kiinni minkälaisista asioista halutaan puhua. Jos katsoo 
taulua, jossa kohta, jossa on neliö, niin se on suhteellisen määritelmällistä, mutta onko 
tämä se taso, josta ollaan kiinnostuneita. Tanssissa vastaavasti, tässä oli tällainen kohtaus, 
jossa liikuttiin lattiatasossa, se on aika objektiivista, mutta onko se just se asia mistä me 
ollaan kiinnostuneita.”(AA.)  
53 ”Kokemukset on  varmasti jaettavissa, ettei ole niin jotenkin erikoisia, etteikö toinen 
ihminen kokisi jotain samankaltaista.” (AA.) 
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because it takes time to complete it and because it is a growing phenomenon.  This 
dynamicity of the organization is expressed in the quotation of AA below:  
I think that if you want to reflect about the performance about how it went, 
reflectivity increases by time. Immediately after the performance, you feel 
more emotional and experiential. (AA.)54 
Every successive part of the performance should flow freely and 
seamlessly into what follows. There is continuous merging with pauses, places of 
rest, which do not cut or brake the movement, but rather define its quality. There 
should be no sacrifice of the self-identity of the parts. (Dewey 1934, 39-40.) 
Carroll has discussed the distorting influence of theories of art on 
theories of aesthetics. He maintains that since the early 20th century western 
thinking has been dominated by a characterization of aesthetic experiences as 
disinterested. He explains that works of art, if and when valued exclusively for the 
intrinsic value have no essential aim, interest or purpose other than providing 
intrinsically valued experiences (Carroll 2007, 150.) This seems to restrict 
aesthetics to a rather small role in our experience.   
Lopes gives examples of works of art, the aesthetic value of which is 
inextricably bound up with their utility, such as the cathedral at Chartres. In 
addition, according to him, the aesthetic is often practically ubiquitous. He refers to 
an example by Davies about a design chair, which is beautiful because of such 
features that make it graceful and stylish and, at the same time it is functional, 
because it is comfortable to sit on, stable and supportive of the back (Davies 2006, 
237). The properties of grace and style can be regarded as aesthetic in character, 
while comfort, stability and support are characteristics related to utility in the first 
place, but also to functional beauty. (Lopes 2014, 165.) 
                                                          
54  ”Mä luulen, että jos haluaa reflektoida esitystä miten sen meni, tulee lisää 
reflektiivisyyttä ajan kuluessa. Välittömästi esityksen jälkeen emotionaalinen ja 
kokemuksellinen.” (AA.) 
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According to Dewey the term “artistic” refers primarily to the act of 
production and the term “aesthetic” to perception, appreciation and enjoyment. 
Aesthetic by Dewey, is the clarified and intensified development of traits that 
belong to a complete integral experience. This fact, according to him, is the only 
secure basis upon which esthetic theory can be built. (Dewey 1934, 49.) 
Examples given by Dewey follow: The sensory satisfaction of eye and 
ear, when aesthetic, is linked to the activity of which it is the consequence. In a 
similar manner, seeing, hearing, tasting become aesthetic when relation to a distinct 
manner of activity qualifies what is perceived. The experience itself has a satisfying 
emotional quality when it possesses internal integration and fulfilment reached 
through ordered and organized movement. This kind of experience is aesthetic. 
(Dewey 1934, 51.) 
An aesthetic experience is characterizied by courses of actions, which 
carry a sense of growing and accumulation towards an end. This end is then felt as 
accomplishment of a process. (Dewey 1934, 39-40). A dance performance can be 
this kind of an experience based on the case study at hand.  
 
7.4. THE AESTHETIC AS A MEANINGFUL VALUE 
 
Everything we experience stems from our corporeal engagements with our 
environment that provide the basis for all our meaning-making and reflective 
activity. According to Mark Johnson cognitive science reinforces the picture of 
pervasiveness of aesthetic conditions that emerge from the nature of our bodies, our 
brains, and structure of environments we inhabit. As human beings we have a deep 
visceral, emotional and qualitative relation to our world. According to Johson, our 
visceral engagement with meaning is the proper domain of aesthetics. For him, 
aesthetics is not only about art and aesthetic experience. Additionally, aesthetics 
extends to encompass all of the processes by which we create meaning through 
perception, feeling, imagination and bodily movement (Scarinzi 2015, 23.)  
Creation of meaning is inarguably a cognitive process.   
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The dancers interviewed for this study described experienced 
aesthetic value from dancing in the following ways:  
Immediately after the performance comes the joy, a burst of joy. (KK.)55 
The dancer experiences meaningfulness in a good way. Meaningfulness is 
to myself a more reasonable term than beauty. It is about how you 
experience the dancing. (KK.)56 
Positive tone, importance, significance. You have some key performance 
indicators, which show you whether the performance succeeds. If you 
improvise yourself, was I creating meaningfulness, did I have a grip of the 
things. (KK.)57 
Performing is a physiological adrenaline gratification, a physically and 
mentally strenuous and intensive thing, that you perform about an hour to 
the spectators…At best you feel euphoric and the experience can be 
euphoric. (AA.)58  
Rhythm and experience of doing together is basically shareable. There is 
also a more emotional thing there, if we have fun, it is a shared experience, 
if we are in panic, that what will come out of this, it is shared. It can be that 
the task of the choreographic form is difficult for everyone and you have to 
concentrate a lot, a shared experience for all. (AA.)59 
                                                          
55 ”Heti esityksen jälkeen tulee ilo, iloryöppy.” (KK.)  
56  ”Tanssija kokee hyvällä tavalla merkityksellisyyttä. Merkityksellisyys on itselle 
mielekkäämpi termi kuin kauneus, se että miten kokee sen.” (KK.) 
 
57  ”Positiivinen vire, tärkeys, merkitys. Mittari millä mittaa onnistuiko esitys, jos itse 
improvisoi, olinko luomassa merkityksiä, olinko asioiden päällä.” (KK.) 
58 ”Esiintyminen on fysiologinen adrenaliinityydytys, fyysisesti ja henkisesti rasittava ja 
intensiivinen asia, että esiintyy tunnin verran katsojille…Parhaimmillaan euforinen olo ja 
kokemus voi olla euforinen.” (AA.) 
59  ”Rytmin ja yhdessä olemisen kokeminen lähtökohtaisesti yhteisiä. On siinä joku 
emotinaalisempi asia, jos meillä on hauskaa, on jaettu kokemus, jos paniikissa, että mitä 
tästä tulee, on yhteistä. Voi olla, että tehtävä tai koreografinen muoto on kaikille vaikea 
ja joutuu keskittymään paljon, ja kaikille yhteinen kokemus.” (AA.) 
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The aesthetic qualities brought out in the quotations were joy, 
euphoria, rhythm, having the same emotional state simultaneously and intensity, 
while the aesthetic values expressed were meaningfulness, importance, 
significance, empowerment, fulfillment, sharing, managing strenuous situation and 
togetherness. 
These values are in accordance with the aesthetic values outlined by 
both Dewey and Shusterman.  
In every aesthetic experience there is an element of undergoing of 
effort. Emotions such as joy, sorrow, hope, fear, anger curiosity, are qualities when 
they are significant, and part of a complex experience that moves and changes. 
Every aesthetic experience is characterized by moving toward an ending. It ceases 
when the energies active in it have done their proper action. This closure of a circuit 
of energy is maturation. (Dewey 1934, 42-43). 
In the same tone, the aesthetic aims of pragmatic somaesthetics are 
not confined to the narrow pursuit of pleasure, but rather extend to the cognitive 
sharpening of our aesthetic or sensory perception and the artful reshaping of our 
somatic form and functioning. (Shusterman 2008, 23-24.) 
 
8. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this master´s thesis I aimed to increase understanding about whether a dancer is  
capable of experiencing aesthetic qualities and receiving aesthetic value from 
his/her dancing during a dance performance.  
I also wanted to elaborate whether proprioception as a sense involved 
in bodily movements could qualify as an aesthetic sense.  
As methods I have used pragmatist and phenomenological 
philosophical analyses and an analysis of semistructured interviews of dancers.  
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In the empirical part of the research I studied a certain dance 
performance and analysed the interviews of all the dancers in that performance. 
Aesthetic qualities brought up by the dancers were joy, euphoria, 
rhythm and intensity.  
Apart from aesthetic qualities, I also wanted to shed light on whether 
the act of dancing or performing could have aesthetic value to the dancer. As we 
have seen, Dewey defines an aesthetic experience as a process that has a starting 
point, ends somewhere, and above all develops into a meaningful experience. These 
requirements seemed to become well fulfilled for the interviewed dancers 
particularly in a dance performance.  Aesthetic aspects experienced by the dancers 
that could be considered to be values rather than qualities were the following: 
feelings of meaningfulness, elevation, importance, significance, empowerment, 
fulfillment, sharing and managing strenuous situation. 
It appeared that the sensory stimuli received by the dancer come via 
many sensing channels. The stimuli received are visual, tactile, auditive, 
proprioceptice and rhythmic in nature. There is no one moment that stimuli would 
be received only through one sense. It appears that proprioception is strongly one 
sensing channel for the dancer, based on the enhanced level of body awareness that 
a dancer has.  Thus proprioception could be regarded as an aesthetic sense. 
However, creation of aesthetic value to the dancer seems to be based on 
multichannel reception of sensing, since bodily movements created in dancing 
obviously involve several sensory channels in accordance.  
To conclude, dance performance can be seen as a representative case 
of kineAesthetics and dancers in a dance performance experience both aesthetic 
qualities and aesthetic value of their dancing.  
Further research would be needed to evaluate whether dancing as such 
without elevation and electrification brought by the spectators could have aesthetic 
value to dancers.  
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APPENDICES 
 
Appendix 1 
Interview Study about the Aesthetics of Movement and Moving in Dancers 
 
1. Describe your feelings/sensations when practicing a choreography 
2. Describe your feeling/sensations when performing 
3. Decribe your feelings immediately after the performane and about one hour 
later 
4. If you think of different senses, which senses do you feel that you use when you 
dance? 
5. Describe how your own movements feel and look like to you 
6. How do you experience your own body when dancing? 
7. How do you feel the relationship to other dancers during the performance? 
 a. Does potential touching between the dancers affect your feelings? 
  b. Does visual contact with the other dancers affect you? 
  c. Which other issues can influence you in this respect? 
8. How do experience your relationship with the audience during the 
performance? 
 a. Do the spectators influenc your dancing, if so, how? 
9. What kind of different factors do you experience to influence your dancing and 
yourself during the performance? 
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Appendix 2. 
Haastattelututkimus liikkeen ja liikkumisen estetiikasta tanssijoilla 
 
1. Kuvaile tuntemuksiasi harjoitellessasi koreografiaa 
2. Kuvaile tuntemuksiasi esiintyessäsi 
3. Kuvaile tuntemuksiasi heti esityksen jälkeen ja noin tuntia myöhemmin 
4. Jos ajattelet eri aisteja, mitä aisteja tunnet käyttäväsi tanssiessasi? 
5. Kuvaile miltä omat liikkeesi sinusta tunutvat tai näyttävät? 
6. Miten koet oman kehosi tanssiessasi? 
7. Minkälaisena koet suhteesi toisiin tanssijoihin esityksen aikana? 
a. Vaikuttaako mahdollinen koesketus tanssijoiden välillä 
tuntemuksiisi? 
b. Vaikuttaako katsekontakti toisiin tanssijoihin tuntemuksiisi? 
c. Mitkä muut seikat voivat vaikuttaa tässä suhteessa? 
8. Miten koet suhteesi yleisöön esityksen aikana? 
 a. Vaikuttaako yleisö tanssimiseesi, jos niin miten? 
9. Millaisten eri tekijiöiden koet vaikuttavan tanssimiseesi ja itseesi esityksen 
aikana? 
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REFERENCES 
 
IMAGES AND FIGURES 
 
Figure 1. From stimulus to cognition. p 16 
Sensory stimuli are received or enter the body via various sense organs. This a 
physiological phenomenon. As the stimuli are merged and met by our thinking, a 
conscious perception is created. This will further develop into cognitive 
knowledge.  
Figure 2. Schematic presentation about the various interactions in dance 
performance. p 38 
Each dancer is interactive with the dancers physically closest to him at a certain 
point in time. The dancers affect the spectator, provided that the spectator is 
somewhat knowledgeable about the art of dance and therefore capable of creating 
a meaningful experience for herself.  As described in the text spectators elevate 
and electrify the dancing of the dancers.  
Image 1 Dance performance ‘Aistiofysiikka’ in the series of Thousand Intensities 
by Höyhentämö/Pluckhouse, Autumn 2015. Photo by Tani Simberg, reproduced 
with permission. p 29 
The presence of the dancers is both emotional and physical. Challenges may come 
also from different physics between the two genders.  
Image 2. Dance performance ‘Aistiofysiikka’ in the series of Thousand Intensities 
by Höyhentämö/Pluckhouse, autumn 2015. Photo by Tani Simberg, reproduced 
with permission. p 31 
Impulse giving brings the dancers to new technical and experiential level. The 
strength and direction of the touch are perceived. The quality of perception 
becomes more intensive with increasing strength and pressure of the touching, 
which often leads the dancer to add moment and speed to the movement. 
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Image 3. Dance performance ‘Aistiofysiikka’ in the series of Thousand Intensities 
by Höyhentämö/Pluckhouse, autumn 2015. Photo by Tani Simberg, reproduced 
with permission. s. 35 
The dancer KK is using proprioceptive and tactile senses to find and maintain the 
position that she has. Her perception is a complition of the feeling of the floor and 
her internalized vision and imaginative imaging of her bodily posture. Her 
cognition includes the responses from the spectators, from co-dancers and her 
own feeling of succeeding.  
Image 4. Nijinsky as Armide's slave in Le Pavillon d'Armide,                                                              
which was performed by the new Ballets Russes Paris in 1907.                                                          
Photo reproduced from the Public Domain. s. 45 
 
DANCER INTERVIEWS 
 
Live interview with Akseli Aittomäki. A semistructured interview based on the 
questionnaire in Appendices 1 and 2. 7 March 2016, Helsinki 
Live interview with Kati Korosuo. A semistructured interview based on the 
questionnaire in Appedices 1 and 2. 7 March 2016, Helsinki 
Live interview over the Skype with Jukka Tarvainen. A semistrucutred interview 
based on the questionnaire in Appendices 1 and 2. 8 March 2016, Helsinki  
 
Video of the performance “Aistiofysiikka” at https://vimeo.com/180553763 
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